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PLEASE DO READ THIS SECTION VERY CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO 
ANY ACTIONYOU SHOULD TAKE, PLEASE CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX 
OR OTHER SUITABLE PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

This Whitepaper sets out the current and future development by WTIA of the WLOG -platform, 
ecosystem and tokens.

This Whitepaper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. 

There are no warranties or representation as to the successful development or implementation of the 
technology or the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information, set out in this Whitepaper. 
All warranties implied by law or otherwise is disclaimed. No person is entitled to rely on the contents 
of this Whitepaper and all liabilities for any loss, damage of whatsoever kind which may arise from any 
person acting on any information and opinion contained in this Whitepaper or any information which 
is made available in connection with any further enquires related to this Whitepaper is hereby 
disclaimed. There is no obligation to amend, modify or update this Whitepaper or to notify a reader if 
any matter stated in this Whitepaper changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.

WLOG tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction and in any manner. This 
Whitepaper is not intended and does not constitute a prospectus or offering document, and is not an 
offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an offer to buy an investment, a security, commodity, or a swap on 
either a security or commodity. Neither this Whitepaper, nor the fact of its presentation, can form the 
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or purchase decision.

Any agreement as between WTIA and you as a purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase, 
of WLOG tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed only by a separate document 
setting out the terms and conditions (the “TOC”) of such agreement. In the event of any inconsisten-
cies between the TOC and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail. 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepa-
per. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any 
jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the 
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. 

No part of this Whitepaper is to be distributed, reproduced, or disseminated without the prior written 
approval of WTIA, including this section.

DISCLAIMER
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1.1 Executive Summary

The world of trading, logistics and 
freight is well-due a disruption.

Managing today’s supply chains—all the links to creating and distrib-

uting goods—is extraordinarily complex. Depending on the product, 

the supply chain can span over hundreds of stages, multiple 

geographical (international) locations, a multitude of invoices and 

payments, have several individuals and entities involved, and extend 

over months of time. Due to the complexity and lack of transparency 

of our current supply chains, there is interest in how blockchains might 

transform the supply chain and logistics industry.

The WTIA Logistics Solution – the WLOG Platform provides a simpler, 

better solution that is secure, transparent and resolves many of the 

bottlenecks that plague the current logistics industry.

On the WLOG Platform, whenever a Buyer makes an order with a 

Seller, a smart contract based on the agreed conditions are made on 

the WTIA Blockchain. The Buyer then purchases WLOG Tokens for the 

settlement of the trade order and the WLOG Tokens are locked in the 

wallet until the completion of the trade. Once the required amount of 

WLOG tokens are locked in the wallet, the order is given to begin 

production with the manufacturer and the purchase order is record-

ed in the WTIA blockchain. Once the products are manufactured, they 

are shipped to the terminal or port and external inspectors perform 

quality and origin verification. The external inspectors will verify the 

origin and quality on the blockchain and it is recorded. After that, the 

product is loaded on the ship and external inspectors verify quantity 

and loading and record it on the blockchain. The product is then 

shipped to the buyer and verified by a Bill of Lading or GPS Certifica-

tion. The WLOG tokens are then released to the seller automatically 

or manually by the buyer depending on the conditions of the contract.

The WLOG Platform is the first application of the WTIA Network, 

connecting sovereign projects with real-world business applications.
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1.2 Vision and Mission

1.3 Overview
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The global logistics industry is vast and constantly growing. More and more products are being 
produced all over the world and supply chains are becoming geographically wider as companies seek 
cheaper production locations where labor, land and technology are cheaper in an effort to control 
costs. Add that to rising economies and increased consumerism and you have a burgeoning industry 
that is only going to grow.

Global trade recorded its highest growth rate in six years in 2017, both in volume and value terms. 
Merchandise trade volume, as measured by the average of exports and imports, grew by 4.7 
percent,marking the first annual increase in excess of 3.0 per cent since 2011. The dollar value of mer-
chandise exports rose by 11 percent, to US$ 17.73 trillion, while commercial services exports increased 
by 8 per cent to US$ 5.2 trillion. Merchandise trade growth in 2017 was up sharply from 2016, when 
trade volume grew by just 1.8 percent, the smallest increase since the financial crisis of 2008. Strong 
growth in trade volume in 2017 was driven primarily by cyclical factors, as world growth in GDP at 
market exchange rates rose to 3.0 percent from 2.3 percent the previous year.

Part of our WTIA Platform, the WLOG Platform will form the backbone for logistics and payment 
settlement between our customers and stakeholders. With decentralized, immutable Blockchain 
technology, we will be enhancing supply chain transparency and enabling a trustless system for 
global freight, fleet and logistics transactions. By disrupting the logistics industry, we will be lowering 
operations costs, enabling better tracking, driving transparency and allowing for instantaneous 
financial settlements.
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For perspective, here are some statistics:

Over 55 billion tons of freight 
was transported in 2015 and 

is expected to grow to 92 
billion tons by 2024.

In 2017, 
merchandise trade grew by 4.7% 

in volume terms, its strongest 
growth in six years.

2017
4,7%

2015
US $8,1

2023
US $15,5

ons

2015
55 billion t ons

2024
92 billion t

Globally, logistics is expected to 
grow from US $8.1 Tn in 2015 to 

$15.5 by 2023, with e-commerce 
fueling the growth and complexity. 

This economic activity was driven by increased investment spending, particularly in the United States, 
and rising consumption, notably in Japan. Meanwhile, China and the European Union maintained a 
steady rate of expansion, providing a solid base for global demand.

However, that also means that the industry is becoming more complex. Players required to move the 
vast quantities of products to one another involve several layers of involved parties, asset-based 
equipment requirements, manpower, the need for safety, legislative and regulatory compliance, and 
operational expertise.
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Sending a shipment of goods from Country A to Country B can be a nightmare for many importers 
and manufacturers. Most of the time, there is no transparency on required payments, information is 
sketchy and depending on who you talk to, can vary from person to person. Anyone trying to do busi-
ness in a new country can almost always expect cost overruns that will eat up margins and some-
times, even turn to losses.

1.4 Current Problems

Asia recorded the highest 
increase in trade volume with 

a growth of 8.1%.

Among developing economies, China, 
Republic of Korea and Hong Kong (China) 
were the leading merchandise traders in 

2017. The combined merchandise 
exports of the 3 countries amounted to 

almost US $3,400 billion. US $3,400 B ILL ION  2017

A SIA
8,1%

The technology driving the industry however, have not caught up with the 
increasing complexities of the modern supply chain, and have been causing 

bottlenecks to greater economic growth. 

Shippers and customers thus NEED a better solution.
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For end-users, the regularity and reliability of shipping 
status updates is the primary factor in the perceived quality 
of a shipping experience. If a package is slow or late, but has 
regular updates, customers are less likely to complain or file 
chargebacks against merchants. But the shipping industry 
has not kept up. Tracking across multiple carriers is 
extremely fractured, and tracking provisions vary between 
modes of transportation. Tracking problems lead to confu-
sion among carriers, failed handoffs, failed deliveries, and 
even lost shipments. Economically, this is a disaster. Lost 
efficiency wasted fuel and time, and missing products com-
bine to cost the shipping industry billions of dollars per 
year-- costs that brokers rarely cover and are ultimately 
passed on to shippers.

Lack of Regular and Reliable Tracking

Bad tracking is both the cause-of and caused-by equally 
harmful gaps in transparency. While tracking issues are 
systemic and inherent to the task of moving goods, the 
failures of transparency are largely due to bad data han-
dling practices (or worse, due to parties being incentivized 
not to share accurate data). Often, due to fragmentation, 
uncertainty, or to protect the exclusivity of their arrange-
ments, brokers can’t or won’t tell a shipper exactly what 
carrier and driver are carrying their freight.

Lack of Transparency

The freight and shipping industry is notoriously ineffective and inefficient because data in the industry 
is not reliable. Data points are not verified in real time by decentralized sources and in many cases, 
still rely on bits of paper being passed from intermediary to intermediary. Added to this fact is that 
Logistics inherently ‘messy’, with many touch points, stakeholders, and intermediaries. The nature of 
logistics and transportation as a traditional process is underlined with manual communications 
(phone, email, fax, etc.) and data is not connected and has no trusted framework.

Added to the freight logistics processes is the challenge of validation of contract terms, rate negotia-
tion, certification of changes to agreed contracts and where applicable, settlement (where changes 
to agreed contracts are required due to issues such as damage, late fees, loss or cancellation).
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Brokers and forwarders are largely to blame for all of the above issues, acting as gatekeepers to the 
industry and incentivizing poor transparency and tracking practices, and yet they typically charge a 
significant premium – sometimes 30-50% – for their claim of making freight easier to manage and 
ship. In reality, they are high maintenance, increasing the cost of freight and decreasing what carriers 
get paid.

The above issues can be summarized simply as a problem of misaligned incentives. It behoves carriers 
to provide poor tracking because they gain deniability in the case of lost or damaged freight. There’s 
negative incentive for brokers to be honest about the whereabouts or handlers of a shipment 
because they need to protect their exclusive relationships and always be able to shift the blame. Driv-
ers are incentivized to carry using unsafe practices that may risk damage to goods. Everyone gains 
from dishonesty to the next party and to break laws or safety regulations.

Shippers and customers thus NEED a better solution

Annual cargo theft losses exceed US $30 billion in 2016 and 
that number have been rising. Protecting against cargo 
thefts raises prices for the industry by approximately 20%, 
negatively impacting all customers. The combination of 
tracking and transparency failures together lead to a lack of 
accountability. As brokers withhold information on who is 
moving which cargo and fragmentation amongst carriers 
causes uncertainty about where the cargo actually is at any 
given time, shippers often have no way of knowing who is 
responsible for the cargo. Handoffs are one of the largest 
sources of error in freight, with neither side wanting to take 
responsibility for a container that didn’t make it from the 
ship to a truck.

Lack of Transparency
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On the WLOG Platform, whenever a Buyer makes an order with a seller, a smart contract based on 
the agreed conditions are made on the WTIA Blockchain. The Buyer then purchases WLOG Tokens for 
the settlement of the trade order and the WLOG Tokens are locked in the wallet until the completion 
of the trade. Once the required amount of WLOG tokens are locked in the wallet, the order is given to 
begin production with the manufacturer and the purchase order is recorded in the WTIA blockchain. 
Once the products are manufactured, they are shipped to the terminal or port and external inspec-
tors perform quality and origin verification. The external inspectors will verify the origin and quality on 
the blockchain and it is recorded. After that, the product is loaded on the ship and external inspectors 
verify quantity and loading and record it on the blockchain. The product is then shipped to the buyer 
and verified by a Bill of Lading or GPS Certification. The WLOG tokens are then released to the seller 
automatically or manually by the buyer depending on the conditions of the contract.

The WTIA Logistics Solution – the WLOG Platform provides a sim-
pler, better solution that is secure, transparent and resolves many 
of the bottlenecks that plague the current logistics industry
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Our main revenue streams will be:

By increasing the overall efficiency and decreasing the costs associated with trade logistics and pay-
ment settlement, the WLOG Plaform will provide a strong business case for thousands of companies 
to onboard on to the WLOG eco-system.

2.1 The Business Mode

We envision a Blockchain-enabled Logistics Marketplace Ecosystem to solve the above painpoints 
where the Marketplace is a unified platform to allows better accountability between users and stake-
holders. Built on Blockchain, the Ecosystem marries the best of Marketplace with Blockchain Technol-
ogy.

2.2 The Technology

Monthly access fee for the platform with prices ranging from 
free to premium.SaaS

Smart Contract fees (%) for the generation and processing 
of  hipping contracts and trades on the platform.Blockchain

Percentage (%) withdrawal fee for fiat currency conversions 
to crypto-currencies and vice versa.Withdrawal Fees

WEB
BASED

BUYER

WEB
BASED

SELLER

WEB
BASED

STAKEHOLDERS

INTERNET

Amazon Web
Services

Email Web
Services

Vision 
Blockchain
Protocol

Internal Exchange

BTC ETH Client Issued
Token

Buyer
Account

Stakeholder
Account

Audit
Trail

Ads Incentive
Module

Payment Module

Market Place Module

Interface Module

Language
Module

Seller
Account

Inventory
Module

Transaction
Module

Email
Module

Ecosystem
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The WLOG Platform allows the Buyers and Sellers to create and execute Smart Contracts on the 
WTIA Blockchain to facilitate the trade between them. The smart contract can be duplicated and 
used by anyone to manage a shipping escrow on the WTIA Blockchain. The overall shipment comple-
tion will be stored on the WTIA blockchain Our main revenue streams will be: and the individual track-
ing waypoints and load data will be stored and verified in an associated side-chain operating on the 
WTIA Protocol.

Whenever a buyer places an order, a smart contract will be initiated between the buyer and seller. 
The buyer purchases WLOG tokens that will then be held in escrow and released to the seller once the 
pre-determined conditions on the smart contract are fulfilled and verified by external inspectors. In 
order to better track orders, the contract will include a hash sum signature of the delivery information 
for the shipment, including beginning address, final delivery point, carriers used, number of items in 
shipment, weight, dimensions, quantities, HS codes, intermediary data, and more. With this informa-
tion on the main WTIA blockchain, anybody with a valid copy of these values can verify the signature 
and assert the validity of the contract. We can also use the data to create a more detailed Bill of 
Lading by further encrypting the data and storing it in a sidechain. This will provide more specific 
point-by-point and piecemeal package tracking.

That contract will be completed on delivery, with validations and waypoints recorded to the block-
chain along the way. If all waypoint validations are confirmed by external inspectors,the contract will 
be executed. In the case of disputes, each contract will also be able to specify its own terms for how 
any disputes will be resolved, including third party arbitration.

The full shipment validation system will be in place alongside the tracking system which will create a 
unified tracking system that eliminates the need for internal P.R.O. numbers or multiple tracking num-
bers as carrier partners will be able to pull data from the WLOG tracking system and present the data 
in their own websites and portals.

2.2.1  SMART CONTRACTS AND SIDE CHAINS

A unified wallet integrated with an internal exchange will provide users with a quick, convenient and 
secure way to use the WLOG token for real-life application and use. The wallet is highly secure with 
the WTIA Blockchain Protocol and will allow seamless exchange between the WLOG Token, the RxRL 
token, fiat currency and the other WTIA tokens coming out in the future.

Users will be able to download the wallet from the Apple and Google Play Stores and quickly access 
their accounts, buy and sell crypto-currencies and use the crypto-currencies for their real-world 
applications. The wallet is also highly secured through 2 factor authentication (2FA) and a safe place 
to store the crypto-currencies in the WTIA eco-system.

2.2.1  SMART CONTRACTS AND SIDE CHAINS
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A decentralized brokerage system will be inte-
grated into the RxRL Platfrom to create an open 
marketplace connecting shippers and carriers. 
WLOG Shipping Web will provide a centralized 
system for booking and managing shipments 
across many carriers and modes of transporta-
tion, giving shippers the best options based on 
their preferences. The shipper will then be able 
to see the capacity on each leg, book their own 
routes, see estimated delivery times, and have 
full control over their supply chain without the 
need for a broker.

Carriers will be able to post capacity for their 
shipping vehicles and lanes, dynamically set 
pricing based on supply/demand, adjust for 
estimated fuel cost, and have cargo booked to 
their routes automatically. Customs brokers, if 
needed, will also be granted account rights to 
assist with paperwork filing.

With all necessary information held in a smart 
contract, this process will be quicker and easier 
than ever before.

2.2.3  WLOG SHIPPING WEB

Simply put, blockchain is essentially a distribut-
ed, digital ledger that can be used to:

•  Authenticate the exchange of goods and 
   services
•  Create and execute an agreement/contract
•  Track goods and services across the traction
•  Make payment

Since every transaction is recorded on a block 
and across multiple copies of the ledger that are 
distributed over many nodes (computers), it is 
highly transparent. It’s also highly secure since 

2.2.3  WLOG SHIPPING WEB

In addition, there will be integration through API 
calls or web services to payment gateways to 
facilitate the exchange of fiat currencies to the 
WLOG tokens used for settlement and fees pay-
ment.

In our WLOG Platform, there will be 3 levels of
access and access rights to the platform:
• The administrator: who have the highest 
right 
 and control on the platform.
•  The merchants: who have limited access 
 rights pertaining to their opportunities and 
 services and their brand
•  The users and stakeholders: who has a 
 different type of access right.

Although encrypted data are distributed in a 
decentralized manner, the information neces-
sary for the Marketplace Platform such as mer-
chant information, user information, recipient 
contacts and billing state is kept centralized due 
to the limitations of blockchain technology and 
security considerations.

every block links to the one before it and after it. 
There is not one central authority over the 
blockchain, and it’s extremely efficient and scal-
able. Ultimately, blockchain can increase the 
efficiency and transparency of supply chains 
and positively impact everything from ware-
housing to delivery to payment. Chain of com-
mand is essential for many things, and block-
chain has the chain of command built in.

The very things that are necessary for reliability 
and integrity in a supply chain are provided by 
blockchain. Blockchain provides consensus — 

14
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there is no dispute in the chain regarding trans-
actions because all entities on the chain have 
the same version of the ledger. Everyone on the 
blockchain can see the chain of ownership for an 
asset on the blockchain. Records on the block-
chain cannot be erased which is important for a 
transparent supply chain.

The WTIA Blockchain is a proprietary blockchain 
solution combining the advantages of different 
protocols into one. WTIA Blockchain implements 
a Permissioned Hybridization model for the 
Blockchain.

A PoW/pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance)-like consensus protocol, replaces the reliance on 
PoW by using endorsements, and hence is a solution to the aforementioned problem. Fundamentally, 
a new block can be added to the chain after having been agreed to and endorsed by a given number 
of known peers. The chain can then be validated by checking the validity of the endorsement signa-
tures. There are 2 tiers of participants in such a network: External clients (such as software wallets 
and exchanges), who only have permission to submit transactions and audit the blockchain; And 
known peers, which will have the permission to create, endorse and commit blocks to the chain.

This solution will not only protect 
from the mentioned type of attacks 
but will also allow a much higher 
transaction throughput. 
Transactions per second will only* be 
limited by block size and network 
communication speed; While practi-
cal confirmation times should be 
more like those of VISA than of 
Bitcoin. Proof of Work chains require 
time & difficulty to confirm transac-
tions, whereas we will rely on 
endorsements.

The security of a Proof-of Work (PoW) network 
depends on the collective hash power of the 
network. A group of malicious entities could 
easily attack a small network and change the 
blockchain, while still playing by the rules of its 
protocol. This malicious group would just need a 
higher hash power. Unlike bitcoin, a small 
network is not massively distributed, and hence 
the hash power is far too low to provide any 
significant protection.

pBFT/PoW Hybrid

Proposal Stage

Endorsement Stage

Commit Stage

Orderer

Endorser

Orderer

Filled in at: Block: By:

proposal_hash 

proposal_signature

nonce

timestamp

note

[ ] transaction

[ ] endorsements

block_hash

block_signature

Block Fields
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To understand this model, its beneficial to look at the life cycle of each block as it goes from creation 
to inclusion in the blockchain.

In the current PoW system, the life cycle of the block is relatively simple, it is created and mined, then 
distributed to all other peers. The hybrid model’s method of consensus is slightly more complex.

Each block in this model will go through three stages: A Proposal stage, where the block is created, 
mined (at a low difficulty) and signed by the orderer, this block is then distributed to all other known 
peers (called endorsers); The second stage is called the Endorsement stage, each endorser will check 
the proposal block is fully compliant with a given ruleset and the latest chain state, and then (if valid,) 
will return, to the orderer, an endorsement.

In the third and final stage, the Commit stage, the orderer waits until it has received at least X valid 
endorsements. The proposal block is then combined with the Endorsement signatures and the final 
hash is created.

This completed block is then distributed to all peers so that they can update their local state of the 
blockchain. At this point all transactions in the blockchain can be considered fully processed and valid.

The Life Cycle Of A Block In An Endorsement Model

Endorsement [64] byte = signed(proposal_block_hash)

X >= number_of_peers/2
Final_hash [64]byte = sha256(endorsements + proposal_hash)

Third-Party-Wallet/Exchange/Other Source

New Transition

Orderer

Orderer

Endorser Endorser Endorser Endorser Endorser

Endorser Endorser Endorser Endorser Endorser

Proposal Block: New Block is created, mine at low difficulty and distributed to endorser

Endorsement Signature: The block is checked and (if valid) each endorser will sign the hash of the block and return the signature

Block Finished: Once the order has received at least X number of endorsement, an endorsement hash can be created
and signed, then the new valid block distributed to all peers
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It’s important to note that each peer in the network including the orderer, must be polymorphic. This 
is to ensure that if the orderer is malicious or faulty, any other peer in the network can adopt that role 
to prevent any downtime.

On the surface, the endorsement model would work without any mining at all. Consensus can be 
reached even with X-1 faulty nodes. But, given a situation with X + 1 faulty/malicious nodes, the history 
of the blockchain could theoretically be rewritten at a hyperfast rate using a ‘consolidation’ attack 
(where networking times would be eliminated). To protect against this and other attacks, blocks can 
be mined at a low difficulty, adding a proof of work barrier to attacks, without significantly slowing 
down the throughput of the blockchain.

For now, this is a permissioned, private blockchain. Known peers are trusted nodes that we want to 
interact with the function of validating and appending the blockchain. In essence, a list of known peers 
is merely a collection of public keys, which are publicly available.

The general transaction processing protocol will remain the same, however, extra rules and excep-
tions will be added for the proposal, endorsement and commit stages.

1.  Proposal hash is added. It will be the hash of all transactional data, timestamp, block notes, 
 public key of the known orderer, and nonce. (This hash must be the solution to the target 
 difficulty) BLAKE2B
2.  An array of endorsement signatures not included in the proposal hash. Each endorsement 
 signature will be digitally signed proposal hash. ECDSA
3.  Block hash. This is the hash of the proposal hash and the endorsements. BLAKE2B
4.  Orderer signature. This is the signed block hash matching the public key that first signed the 
 proposal. ECDSA
5.  All signatures must come from a known and non-blacklisted Peer.
6.  The previous hash included in the proposal block will reference the last block’s final hash.

Legacy Protection Using PoW

Updates Blockchain Protocol

Known Peers & Blacklist
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Future Update Flexibility

Initially, the note in the genesis block should contain a list of all known peers. Signatures used on/with-
in the block will be checked to see if they match one of these known peers. This prevents any unknown 
and untrusted party from participating.

A mechanism may be adopted to allow known peers to be added at a later point in time to increase 
the practical fault tolerance/flexibility of the network. However, this mechanism itself must be 
secure,because if it’s improperly handled, it could become a single point of failure. There are a few 
options for adding and blacklisting peers, which may be used exclusively or interchangeably:

1.  Voting - A new known peer is voted in, with its inclusion in a block’s note, requiring X 
 endorsements. This mechanism can also work for blacklisting a peer. I recommend this method.

2.  Centralized protocol update - peers can be hard coded into the protocol and distributed 
through 
 a secure centralized mechanism.

Updates to the protocol can be distributed through manual software changes, much like bitcoin core. 
As long as you keep an accurate account of the block indexes (by method of inclusion in propos-
al_hash), you can make the necessary updates to the protocol without invalidating the chain up to 
that point. Though currently a permissioned blockchain, in the future there is potential to work on an 
open and decentralized variant.

Future Update Flexibility

Although Increased security at a smaller operational scale and higher throughput are the targeted 
benefits, this network offers other significant advantages, which are the side effects of centralization:
1.  Customizable Privacy. Transaction contents can be hidden, only the hash needs be shared openly.
2.  Low Latency, as known peers can be distributed in an optimized manner.
3.  Centralized control means fast response to problems in the network, such as voting to blacklist a 
 hacker.
4.  Less Resources, used as the network doesn't rely on PoW, which is a good thing both economically 
 and environmentally.
5.  No need for transaction fees as rewards. The only reason for transaction fees is spam prevention, 
 (which can be prevented through a transaction PoW system), or to generate revenue from the 
 networks operation.
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Attacks

Endorser Corruption - If an Endorser is individually hacked and their private key stolen, the hacker can 
approve false blocks or reject valid blocks. However, the network would still run without a problem, as 
the majority of peers are still honest (Even if the Orderer is hacked), and those faulty blocks will not be 
added. Once the faulty node is detected, you can blacklist its public key from the list of known peers 
and replace it with a new (honest) one.

Consolidation Attack - This is a theoretical attack, whereby a malicious entity gains the private keys of 
at least X known peers. From this point they could consolidate/unify the public keys to a single local 
environment and recreate the blockchain from any point, with new data, and without any network 
delay. The exclusion of any network latency would mean that more blocks could be recreated within a 
given time. However, the inclusion of the hybrid’s PoW, is a significant barrier to altering history. This 
protection can be estimated as a function of the average hash strength of network and the number 
of blocks to be changed.

Further problems exists in the form of “denial of service” attacks, primarily targeting the orderer. 
Sending ‘spam’ message to block a peers network connection will prevent them from engaging with 
the network. Considering each peer machine will have a list of all other peers, if one peer is attacked 
then there is a high chance to a DoS attack. However, such an attack will halt the blockchain rather 
than change the data within it.

Summary

In summary, private networks must take advantage of their known peers to achieve some level of 
security. This hybridization is a step in the right direction, replacing the demand on proof of work, how-
ever we have not outlined how a new orderer could be chosen, this remains a vulnerability whereby 
an attack on a single peer could halt the network.
In the future adoption of the Tendermint consensus method will lead to even greater gains in security.

However, the model is not without its faults: Arguably, it is less secure than a massively distributed 
PoW network like bitcoin. This is a very centralized model as known peers control the mechanisms of 
the creating and committing blocks; Centralization is always a security concern, although the distrib-
uted and polymorphic nature of the network’s peers, mitigates some of that concern.
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Other Network Protocol Comparisons

WTIA Blockchain vs Bitcoin vs Ethereum vs Litecoin.

WTIA Blockchain allows for faster transaction confirmation time at lower transaction cost in compari-
son to the other top traded coins. The average transaction confirmation time and transaction cost for 
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin is 78 minutes at US$1.62, 6 minutes at US$0.54 and 30 minutes at 
US$0.193 respectively while the WTIA Blockchain could accomplish a transaction in 1 second at 
US$0.01. The WTIA Blockchain is highly efficient and can accomplish over 20,000 transactions per 
second as compare to Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin which clocks only 7, 25 and 56 transactions per 
second respectively.

Technology Involved

The platform utilizes the latest technology innovations. We provide decentralized computation and 
record storage on top of blockchain foundations. We also provide additional capabilities utilizing the 
best industry practices in security, performance and reliability. 

The platform has edge nodes deployed around the world for fastest global content delivery, able to 
conduct blockchain operations within 1 second (comparing to bitcoin’s 78 minutes) and at a 20,000 
per second concurrent transaction speed (comparing to Bitcoin’s 7 per second).

Security is the highest priority in our solution, we only utilize world-class SOC-1 accredited computa-
tion mediums, where datacentre locations are only disclosed to approved personnel. We also ensure 
datacentres maintain an ISO 27001:2013, IRAP and PCI compliance.
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The platform adopts an API first methodology, meaning all capabilities and operations are avail-
able as APIs. This fully embraces a multi device, multi system world we are living in today. Any 
user can connect to the platform using their mobile devices, as well various desktop browsers. 
Developers can also extend the native offerings by building additional specialized devices, such 
as voting machines in fan events, or payment modules at retail. This API first methodology 
extends the platform to limitless possibilities.

The ecosystem is entirely token driven, meaning all the economies will be based on tokens rather 
than fiat, this provides extremely fast transactional settlement capabilities, and eliminating 
expensive external transactional costs.

The token, having a 20,000 per second concurrent processing speed allows the token to be 
utilized as a real time environment, enabling massive television, online media campaigns, where 
traditional systems and blockchain systems tends to not being able to meet this demand. The 
token is protected by a double SHA256 encryption, making it impossible to reverse engineer.

HIGH AVAILABILITY

The network is designed for automatic scaling, allowing the network to increase 100% in capacity 
according to demand. The system is also able to withstand catastrophic failures, able to operate with 
50% of the current nodes unavailable.

ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS

Providing incentives for full nodes to participate in the system, tokens are 
provided as a reward in proportion to the difficulty of the computation.

The system can be configured to deploy on the Tor network, providing 
more security and anonymity to system participants.

Providing capabilities for third parties to operate nodes in the network, 
which will further enhance network availability.

The system can be configured to handle a payload attached to each 
transaction, which will enable a variety of different usages. For example, 
voting with decentralisation and tamper prevention properties.

WTIA BLOCKCHAIN PROTOCOL

Mining Enable

Tor Enabled

Payload Enabled

Dedicated Nodes
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2.2.5 The Business Mode

Two Factor Authentication
We use Multi Factor Authentication to protect 
the user on top of the standard login informa-
tion. Our MFA uses RSA algorithms to generate 
a temporal token, this token is then pushed to 
the user via SMS or Authenticator device. User 
has a limited time to respond to the token secu-
rity challenge. Fail to do so repeatedly will result 
in account suspension.

KYC (Know Your Customer)
Our identity system allows custom workflows 
around complex AML / KYC compliance 
processes, this is to cater for various jurisdiction 
requirements. Especially with the recent intro-
duction of GDRP, our system is compliant with 
global identity regulations, especially in the 
finance industry. We store sensitive data with 
encryption-at-rest, and an unique decryption 
key per identity document, this prevents unau-
thorized access and potential misuse.

AES Encryption Prevention
All data stored within our system are encrypted 
at rest. Our authentication uses Salted Chal-
lenge Response Authentication Mechanism with 
the SHA1 algorithm. All transportation is under 
mandatory SSL. All backups and data utilize 
AES 256 encryption. We take data security very 
seriously.

Anti CSRF Token
Our systems utilise JSON Web Token, it is an 
improvement of the CSRF methodology by 
providing an encryption per user, per session as 
opposed to a public token. JWT by Auth0 is the 
current industry leader in security, used by the 
cutting-edge Silicon Valley companies. It is a 
modern methodology that supports both APP 
as well as Web interfaces.

XSS Clean
We use NoSQL for centralised data store 
requirements. The modules we use for NoSQL 
access protects the system with SQL injection. 
We also conduct peer code reviews, third party 
security audits to ensure our codebase is free 
from issues of potential third-party code injec-
tion. We triple protect our application. Our Web 
Application Firewall (Sqreen) utilise AI to block 
code injections, DDoS, and latest security 
vulnerabilities. Our network layer firewall 
(Cloudflare) blocks DDoS and other attacks. And 
our data centers are world class SOC1 accredit-
ed, with ISO27001:2013, IRAP, and PCI compli-
ance accreditation.

Secure HTTP Headers
Our system forces HTTPS only communications. 
We utilise HTTP Strict Transport Security to 
prevent CNAME redirects, disable Max-Age, 
disabled preloading and prevent no-sniffing. 
We also force TLS1.3.

Software / System Details Disclosure
Found PHP version on HTTP Response. Mali-
cious user can know system details for find 
vulnerability from public source or research 
private exploit.

By not utilizing a technology which renders client 
page on the server, we do not suffer the tech-
nology vulnerability faced by PHP, ASP and 
similar technologies. Our server is triple protect-
ed as described above and is able to handle 
high volume with low latency. Our latest perfor-
mance report showed we rendered 18 millions 
responses with an average time of 12ms, with 
100% uptime, an excellent performance in any 
web based technology.
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Prevention of Malicious File Uploading Process
Our system does not allow malicious file 
processing, for certain files, the file upload 
bypasses the server entirely, and uploads to the 
file storage directly.

Mail ID Encryption
Implementation of email encryption method. So, 
hackers could not decrypt/edit our email 
address using our DB. All emails should have a 
layer of security. We utilize SendGrid for 
outbound email, it offers the latest authenticity 
and security practices. We configure DKIM and 
SPF to ensure mail delivery and security. We 
then add DNS based authenticity to ensure mail 
genuineness.

Session Expiry With Wser Re-login
Our tokens have a session expiry time, allowing 
sliding window authentication as well as 
time-based expiry.

Devise Based Tracking (IP Address, MAC 
Address/ Mobile device ID, User)
We comply with GDRP and privacy policies 
imposed by Australia, UK and HK governments. 
MAC address-based tracking is illegal in certain 
jurisdictions. We only track and store informa-
tion where we have the rights to do so. We also 
utilize third party to provide analytics informa-
tion.

Device Based or IP Based Admin Panel Login
Our admin portal is IP restricted and role 
restricted. Hidden mailing system implementa-
tion for site owner to know the present login 
credentials for Admin panel, in case any hacker 
changes it internally or externally. Our creden-
tials are encrypted and not stored in plain text. 
Any changes to user credentials will trigger an 
email to the user. This is security practice should 
not only be reserved for the administrator, it 
should be available to everyone

Apart from these above, we also suggest using 
2 different servers. One is to store the assets, 
source codes & sensitivity data. Another server 
is to store the uploaded files. Our systems archi-
tecture consists of processing servers, block-
chain infrastructure, data storage and file stor-
age, all residing on different physical infrastruc-
ture. All within a VPN which can be accessed 
externally.

We also enable all the security measures in the 
server part from whom you purchase it, includ-
ing deployment of Firewall. We deploy security 
on the network layer, application layer and 
infrastructure layer. Firewall is one of the secu-
rity measurements we adopt. Our internal 
system is entirely behind a VPN not accessible 
by the public.
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This depicts the user journey for the Buyer and Seller.

2.1 The WLOG Token

User 
Registration

Send invite or
search for other

stakeholders

Approval
 by Stakeholders

at each stage

Completion
and Review

Project 
Setup

Smart 
Contract

Payment 
with Escrow

1 2 3

Digital Onboarding
of Merchant

Filling up of necessary
Documents

Verification by The 
Client’s Team

Uploading of Product
ansd Services

Marketplace is
Live

User Journey for Buyer

We aim to create a seamless and practical transaction experience which will enhance the user’s 
experience and ensure continual usage of the eWallet. Additionally, ensuring delivery and account-
ability of all the users, stakeholders and merchants involved give our users a better experience.

User Journey for Seller

To facilitate fast seller onboarding, there will be 2 levels of seller onboarding

Basic: Have access to Features
• Seller keys in basic details such as Name, Company Profile, Address, email address and billing details
• Seller and Service Providers is able to input opportunities and services and create Marketplace 
Portal while awaiting verification
• Viewing of Basic Walkthrough Video Tutorial on usage of Seller and Marketplace Portal
• Target time to onboard Seller (For registration): < 5 mins or less

Verified: Have access to full features including live of Marketplace Portal
• Company Profile and Declaration need to be uploaded and sent
• Upon verification, Seller is able to live the Marketplace Portal
• Target time to verify Seller: < 1 working day 
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2.4.1  Token Utility

Ownership of at least 1 full WLOG token will confer onto the owner a “WTIA membership status which 
allows the owner to access the RxRL Platform on the WTIA Blockchain for the purpose of creating a 
trade order, arranging freight, validating waypoints, tracking shipments and all other interactions on 
the platform. 

All transactions on the blockchain for will also be paid in tokens and settled in tokens. The WLOG plat-
form allows users to either pay directly in tokens that they hold, or purchase tokens from the platform 
for initiating a trade, booking freight, etc. 

2.4.2  Token Circulation 

WLOG tokens are bought and held by users as the initiate a trade deal between them. Upon an order 
being placed within the platform, a smart contract is initiated between the buyer and the seller. The 
Buyer will have to purchase WLOG tokens at the market price indicated in the Internal Exchange in the 
Unified Wallet by paying fiat currency or use the WLOG tokens that he already owns to fund the 
purchase. 

The WLOG tokens will be locked up in the wallet whilst the trade is going on. Once all the conditions in 
the smart contract are fulfilled, the WLOG tokens are released to the seller of the goods. The seller of 
the goods can exchange their WLOG tokens for fiat with our Finance Partners once they are received, 
or use their to pay for other services within the eco-system, including freight, storage, etc. 

2.4.3  Token Generation Event

This whitepaper highlights the key stages and features of the WLOG Platform and the future trajecto-
ries in which our products will be developed. It provides an elegant solution to a trillion dollar industry 
bleeding billions of dollars to bottlenecks that will be addressed by our blockchain solution. 

In advance of their use, WTIA Co. Ltd is offering the WLOG token for sale to jumpstart the WLOG 
economy and deliver the best solution possible. 

The token generation event will occur in multiple phases, including Pre-Sale, Sale 1, and Sale 2. 
Pre-Sale and Sale 1 will occur immediately, ending after January 2019. Sale 2 will occur upon the 
completion of several milestones, including the live use of our web platform, version 1.0 of our full 
tracking system, and generation of live revenues with real client shipments. We anticipate Sale 2 will 
occur between 1-2 years after Sale 1.

2.4.4 Token Distribution

2.4 The WLOG Token
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A total of four billion (4,000,000,000) WLOG tokens will be created for the WLOG Platform. Two 
billion (2,000,000,000) will be created with the WTIA blockchain and a further two billion 
(2,000,000,000) will be minted as ERC20 tokens. Both tokens are interoperable on the WLOG plat-
form. The number of tokens take into account the business requirements of the WLOG Platform for 
the next couple of years. 

The tokens will be distributed as follows:

Tokens will be locked up for between 6 to 24 months and released gradually based on the following 
timeline:

Token Distribution:

WLOG WHITEPAPER

Recipient

Headquarters

Founder & Dev Team

Advisors & Supporters

Private & Crowd Sales

Distribution

25%

10%

15%

50%

No. of Tokens

1,000 million

400 million

600 million

2,000 million

3 months

6 months

12 months

24 months

10%

20%

30%

40%

HQ

Founder & Dev Team

Advisors

Private & Crowd Sales
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BUSINESS PLAN
3.1  Team

3.2  Funding & Budget

3.3  ICO & Technology Roadmap

 3.3.1 Timeline

 3.3.2 Technology Development
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Sheikh Khalfan Mazrouei

Mr. Khalfan Saeed al Mazrouei began his career in 1978 with the UAE Ministry of Agriculture where he 
became Section Head for loan disbursements. In 1981 he joined the Ministry of Information and was 
soon appointed as General Manager for Abu Dhabi Radio. In 1988 Mr. Mazrouei was appointed as 
Undersecretary for the Private Department of HRH Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan al Nahyan, the Founder 
and President of UAE and Ruler of Abu Dhabi. Mr. Mazrouei was fundamental in establishing the 
Private Department and in this role managed the affairs of HRH Sheikh Zayed.

He is currently the majority shareholder of Emirates Consulting Group LLC a DIFC based staff 
outsourcing and recruitment company and Frontier Works Organization LLC which carries out devel-
opment of civil projects in the UAE. He also has advisory roles with Huawei Middle East, Shield Capital 
Advisors LLP, London, UK and Orix Corporation, Japan. 

Mr. Mazrouei is a graduate from the UAE University.

KeunYoung, Kim

Kim Keun Young has had an extensive career working in many countries in senior advisory roles which 
include Gulf Korea Ship Maintenance, Dar Al Salam Holding Group and Maria Group International. His 
expertise lies in being in charge of business relations with large foreign and domestic enterprises, 
investor relations, fund raising and business operation and overall management. 

Kim Keun Young is currently the Senior Advisor and Agent of Al Hermas Global Group (Saudi) and 
Chairman of AH Group Korea, Al Hermas RM and Al Hermas CJ (Korea). He is also Ambassador 
Extraordinaire and Plenipotentiary of the Tunisia Economic City and Chairman at WTIA Co., Ltd.

He graduated from Sogang University in Korea, majoring in Business Administration.

SungMun, Kim

Sung Mun Kim was the chairman of Nexon GT, Korean stock listed affiliated company of the world’s 
most popular online game developer, Nexon Group. Currently, he is the largest major shareholder and 
chairman of the star-up investment firm NBJ Holding Co., and vice-chairman of the Kosdaq listed 
company Leechem Co., Ltd. and the largest shareholder and chairman of the Mealtop Co., Ltd. in 
partnership with Hyundai department store more than 33 years.

3.1 Team

3.1.1 ADVISORS
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He played an important role in the development of the Korean Financial Investment and M&A sector. 
He currently builds special relationships between the public and private sector in Korea, investing in 
new and highly potential industrial sectors, and introduces new bio products and medical services to 
locally-owned business.

John Philip Mavrak

John is a dual American and British Citizen – with 40 years of Global Business Experiences. Learning 
all aspects of the Hospitality Industry starting as a trainee, and rising to CEO. Having held responsible 
positions to include; General Manager - Hilton International, Development Director (6 States) - Cen-
dant USA, (Now Wyndham Worldwide), Group Business Planning & Control Manager (+250 Hotels) 
Trusthouse Forte UK, President – Master Franchise - Hawthorn Hotels & Suites (13 Countries - Middle 
East, N. Africa, & Turkey), CEO - The World Trade Centers Management Company – (Worldwide with 
the World Trade Centers Association), and Currently - CEO & Owner of Monopoly Hotels & Resorts, UK 
.

Monopoly Hotels & Resorts (a trademarked hospitality brand) – is focused on acquisitions, develop-
ment, management, and property asset ownership for our investors, our licensees, and ourselves. We 
will enhance our range of brands & offerings – through providing exceptional services, sound invest-
ments & acquisitions, and achieving high levels of profitability. Sustainable job creation and good 
employment practices, and development supporting local & national economic development. Hospi-
tality is the largest employer in the world, and an economic stimulus will be generated wherever 
Monopoly Hotels & Resorts develop & operate – Hotels, Resorts, Residences, Monopoly Resort Villag-
es, or other superior real estate endeavours.

John’s is experienced in acquisition, senior consulting, business planning & control, property develop-
ment – master planning, sales & marketing, strategy planning, operational management & strong 
profit generation. Having worked in multiple countries, with multiple currencies, differing laws, 
languages, nationalities and cultures in good and bad economies – John is in tune with addressing 
challenges & opportunities.

 
Mohammad Lutfar Rahman

Mohammad Lutfar Rahman has major business interest around the world and his investments are 
spread over Food and Beverage, Internet Communications, Manufacturing, Juice Processing Plants, 
Refrigerated storage, Agricultural, Hotels and Real Estate Projects. Mr. Rahman has acquired various 
major US based Food and Beverage Franchises for South East Asia and is developing Thailand, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Malaysia, Singapore and India with these Brands.
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He is currently Chairman and Managing Director at Food Chain Asia Limited, Bangladesh, Chairman 
and CEO at Food Chain Middle East, UK Ltd, and Food Chain Asia Group Ltd Singapore. He also 
serves as Managing Director at Latif Securities Limited, Dhaka-Shanghai Ceramics Limited and 
Director at Rakeen Development Company (BD) ltd. 

He obtained a Master in Accounting, Marketing and a Bachelor of Commerce from the University of 
Dhaka.

Al-Haj Mohammad Mosaddak Ali

Al-Haj Mohammad Mosaddak Ali was the chairman of one of the largest private sector Banks in the 
country named IFIC Bank Limited. He played an important role in the development of the Bangladesh 
Capital Markets and has financed breakthrough projects in the insurance sector.

He currently serves as the Chairman and Managing Director for the International Television Channel 
Limited in Bangladesh. With a vast experience spanning decades across many various industries, he 
also serves as Chairman of Dhaka-Shanghai Ceramics Limited, Chairman of MAH Securities Ltd, 
Director at Union Insurance Company Limited, Chairman at Roza Agro Ltd among others.

Al-Haj Mohammad Mosaddak Ali studied humanities in Dhaka University.

Rashiduddin Mohammadi

Mr. Rashiduddin Mohammadi has worked as Consul General of Afghanistan in Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates and also as Counselor and Charge D'affaires of Afghanistan embassy in Abu Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates. 

He currently serves as the Chairman of KICHKIN Trading company in Dubai, U.A.E. and was a Con-
gressman candidate in Kabul, Afghanistan in 2018. Rashiduddin has also participated in many 
conferences and lectures along with the president and foreign ministers of Afghanistan or on behalf 
the ministry of Foreign affairs of Afghanistan.

He graduated from Faculty of Arabic and Islamic studies at the University of Imam Mohammad bin 
Saud in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1994.
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Toukabri Riadh 

Toukabri Riadh began his career as Assistant General Manager at SOGECO Group in Tunisia from 
which he then worked at T.M.A EST JEDDAH K.S.A. for 8 years. 

He currently works at Raalma Group Jeddah K.S.A as General Manager and Vice President and also 
as Special Advisor and Business Manager for H.R. H Prince Mansour B. Mugrin B Abdul Aziz since 
2002 as well as performing the role of Executive Director and Vice President at A. Ideal Holding, 
Jeddah K.S.A. 

He is the President and Founder of the Tunisia Economic City Project.

A.S. Muralitharan

A.S Muralitharan is an independent consultant whose core area of operating is in the finance indus-
try. He specializes in international project finance and trade finance. Apart from this, he also does 
sourcing of capital goods and equipment, relocation of plants and deals in mercantile commodities.

His past experience includes involvement in physical audit, bank finance, international project fund-
ing, report preparation, technology transfer agreements and the development of indigenous technol-
ogy from various localized products. He has been involved in projects with Alaqua Pipes India Ltd, 
Golden Eagle Granites, Bulka India Ltd. And Ace Linx Pte Ltd, Singapore among others.

He graduated with a degree in Commerce from the University of Madurai Kamarj in India.
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Rohan F. Britto

Rohan is a person driven by a visceral “hard-wired” need to strategize, to innovate and to disprove the 
words “it can’t be done”. Gifted with the vision, skills and determination needed for high level revenue 
building strategies and tactics who has been deeply rooted and associated with the IT and telecoms 
industry for the last 22 years with passion to always be at the forefront of technology.

Rohan has many firsts to his credit, not least among which is the setting up of the first Internet com-
pany in the gulf region – “Net Ventures” which launched the FIRST NRI Global portal “NRI World” and 
also is the founder member of MoSecure, hosting and providing a range of mobile solutions to some 
of the region’s biggest clients. The Brand MoSecure is with a vision to “Mobilise Your Lifestyle”. “Learn 
about it, experience it and let others enjoy it” is the motto.

Adept at mixing dynamism with the ability to assimilate information at all levels, using team work skills 
to achieve the desired results.

Walid Bin Hassan Alsaygh

Walid bin Hassan Alsaygh has worked in many diverse roles over the course of his career, which 
began with auto-trading and then stationary supply, exotic carpet trading and also gift items and 
advertising. 

These businesses are up and running until today and is considered his core business in the areas of 
trade and retail and became one of the leading import businesses in the Saudi market.

A serious move into the real estate business mainly in lands became s specialty of Mr. Walid ever since 
he started 15 years ago. Land sale and development was the core given the boom in the Kingdom and 
the fact that he was there in the right time to take a big advantage and make success. He was one of 
the leading businessmen to create a new market of installment sales, land development and investing 
in meaningful projects.

Mr Walid attended university in Jeddah and was awarded his bachelor’s degree specializing in busi-
ness administration.

Anatoly Klepov

Anatoly was previously President of Ankort and CEO of the Swiss company, Mobile Trust Telecommu-
nication. 
Anatoly has 47 years of experience in cryptographic protection and is a pioneer in the field. He has 

3.1.2 PARTNERS
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helped many state and commercial organizations across more than 50 countries. Anatoly Klepov’s 
company equipped with its encryption facilities about 2000 settlement and cash centers (RCC) of the 
Central Bank of Russia, created the most complicated cryptographic system that united them, and 
trained 6,000 Bank employees on cryptographic technology. As a result, Ankort was able to stop the 
theft of money, the largest in the history of the banking system.

Anatoly Klepov graduated from the Moscow Institute of Electronic Engineering.

Christopher M.H. Kim 

Christopher M.H. Kim has worked in both academic and commercial roles over more than 30 years in 
both the US and Korea. He has served as the President of the International Pain Institute in the FDA, 
Founder and President of the American Apitherapy Society, Professor at COM Institute, Dental and 
Medical School of New Jersey, Professor of Integrated Medicine at CHA University and President at 
the International Biotherapy Society.

Christopher has received numerous awards for his work from The Order of the National Science Tech-
nology, American Biography Institute and the British Biography Society among many others. He has 
also published a myriad of publications in various medical journals and been the key note speaker at 
many international events over his illustrious career.

Mr. SeungBum Shin (Sean)

Sean has been admitted to the Illinois Bar since 2009 and has graduated from the Washington 
University School. Sean also holds a Bachelor of Arts, Economics from the Washington University in 
St. Louis, College of Arts & Sciences. Sean’s professional experience includes being a Deputy Director 
General of the KMH PEACE Foundation, where he participated in establishing the Foundation in 2018, 
contributing to the Peace process in Korea. He also worked as the Legal Counsel to BASF Company, 
an Associate in Lee & Ko Law Firm, as well as JAG Officer/Legal Advisor to International Acquisition 
Programs, Defense Acquisition Program Administration (DAPA) and the Korean Army Headquarters. 

Inseok Lee

Since 1994, Mr. Lee Inseok has been working in the securities and investment industry with companies 
such as Shinhan Securities Co. Ltd., Samsung Securities Co. Ltd., Daewoo Securities Co. Ltd. and is 
currently the Senior Manager of Business Development at Shinhan Investment Corporation.
Inseok helps private-equity clients capture value by combining the best of financial expertise with 
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local experience, allowing clients to tap into global growth. With a specialty in high technology, media, 
telecommunications and digital transformation, Inseok finds critical news, information and analytics 
and connects communities of trading, investing and financial and corporate professionals. Inseok is 
also an expert on Stock and Futures Option Trading. 

Inseok graduated from KookMin University in S. Korea, majoring in International Trade. 

MinSoo Kim (Kaycee)

Kaycee brings global perspective, having worked in Al Hermas (AH) Group Korea, Al Hermas RM, Al 
Hermas CJ and WTIA Korea offices as a President & CEO, before leading landmark business and 
place branding in consultancy business. In Han river renaissance, Kaycee works extensively with 
public and private side clients on their digital transformations and convergence, from strategy 
through to the development of new business model. He also leads knowledge development on the 
future trends of entertainment resources and smart ideas across the value chain. As a leader of the 
Al Hermas (AH) Group Korea, he has led several of the big deals in crossover industries. He works with 
leading creative technology, media mix solution, space marketing and place branding to enable digital 
transformations that capture value and innovation acceleration.  

Kaycee graduated from KookMin University in S. Korea, majoring in Management Information System 
(MIS) and studies System Engineering in Graduate School of KookMin University. 

MeeSok, Won

Won, Meesok affluent understanding and management skills in diverse areas of call center, telemar-
keting, operation, and customer services. She has also led various projects both at Citibank and ING 
for process optimization and operational excellences. 

Most recently she worked in LINA Insurance Korea as advisor of the next generation system project 
and operation unit to share her expertise of process enhancements and project management. She 
was also involved in the ING NPAS project which converted old generation system of the company into 
the new infrastructure requiring company-wide transformation not only technical infrastructures but 
also end-to-end processes of the whole company.

She completed Graduate School of Business Administration at Sogang University and got bachelor’s 
degree in English Literature from the same university.  
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ByungHo, Kim

With more over 34 years managing all manner of projects, Mr. ByungHo Kim has expertise in develop-
ment projects, apartment projects, architecture projects, overseas projects, reconstruction projects, 
order contracts, marketing, capital procurement, land purchase, design, construction and operations.

As the Senior Managing Director and Chief of Architectural project division of POSCO E&C from 1995 
to 2007, Mr. Kim has played a key role in the improvement and stabilization of many projects under his 
management. His management style is sincere and he is diligent, particularly as his portfolio consists 
of many large scale infrastructure development projects.

Mr. Kim was responsible for unprecedented success as the Registered Director of the Headquarters 
of Architecture Business Division at POSCO E&C, bringing in a record KRW 2,000,000,000,000 (USD 
2 billion) in revenue per year while he was at the helm. 

JungWoon, Lee

Mr. JungWoon Lee is President of J.O. Engineering. Co., Ltd, where he has developed an extensive 
experience in overseas trading for more than 17 years. Working with most of the heavy industry com-
panies in Korea, Mr. Lee has been involved in bringing companies such as HHI (Hyundai Heavy Indus-
tries) overseas, facilitating the export of most of the production of HHI.

Mr. Lee specializes in Electric Power Plant planning and construction, strategic planning, power plant 
business development and networking. Under Mr. Lee, J.O. Engineering has developed an extensive 
business in operating, maintaining, and repairing power plants and large ships, supplying all types of 
marine engine spare parts and machinery. J.O. Engineering also has a strong track record in ship 
maintenance and repair. 

With his years of experience in import and export, Mr. Lee has deep knowledge in ship management 
with various kinds of vessels. With an international business, Mr. Lee has spent decades developing 
and fostering deep relationships with senior business and political leaders from around the world, 
establishing an excellent global network. 

 
JungYoon, Lim 

Mr. Lim currently runs a partnership with KUMHO PETROCHEMICAL and KOREA WESTERN POWER, 
manufacturing cement as raw material for the construction industry. An avid investor, Mr. Lim is also 
the second largest shareholder of Suntech Co. Ltd., a global leader in the manufacturing of automo-
tive parts. Mr. Lim is also a shareholder in TNS Co. Ltd., a innovative bio-medical powerhouse in Korea, 
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manufacturing DNA chips that has the ability to detect microbes. 

Mr. Lim has a Masters in Public Administration from Jung-ang University

HyeKwan, Lee (OriginaLee)

Mr. Lee is a Korean Public Relations and Marketing Specialist focusing on branding and cultural 
content, counting many of the top global companies in Korea as his clients. Recently, Mr. Lee worked 
with Universal Music Korea on Lady Gaga’s showcase in Korea, leading to an extremely successful 
launch. 

Some of Mr. Lee’s more prominent projects include the Korean leg of Intel’s Global Marketing Project: 
The Creators Project; Sevit Island’s business planning for the Hangang Renaissance Project in Seoul, 
as well as, the promotion of R16, the world’s top three B-boy competition hosted by the Korea Tourism 
Organization for 2 years running. In the case of R16, Mr. Lee managed to arrange an exclusive with 
SBS News, an over-the-air Korean broadcasting network, for the winner of R16 to appear live. 

Mr. Lee is currently the CEO of SNOWBALL COMMUNICATIONS CO. LTD in Korea, as well as WTIA Co. 
Ltd., in Japan. 
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Oh, Donghwan

With over 28 years of experience, Mr. Oh Donghwan is an expert in IT and Software development, 
most recently being in charge of IT and Information Security at the Office of the President of South 
Korea. Donghwan has tremendous amounts of experience in project implementation and manage-
ment and has built and operated large-scale infrastructure development. Intimately involved on a 
strategic level with some of the biggest companies in Korea, including DDH, Hanaro Telecom, DreamX, 
the Korea Economic Daily and Goldstar Software, Donghwan has deep experience in internet busi-
ness planning and implementation. Some of the projects that he has headed includes DDH’s Maga-
zine, Article, Image and Music Search development, Hanafos.com Service Development and Opera-
tion, Hananet (Hanaro Telecom) portal integration and stabilization and many more. 

Donghwan has a Master in Information Engineering from the Sungkyunkwan University. 

Yoon, Chisun

Mr. Yoon Chisun is currently the Chief of Strategic Planning of Blockchain at SBCN, the President of 
CYL International, and the Partner of BRSCO & Seigniter. Chisun’s experience spans many industries 
and he has been involved in projects such as the 10 Big Data Strategic Challenge Project and Action 
Plan for Korea Expressway Co., Operation Advisory Project of SK-VISTA International Medical Center, 
Bundang Seoul National University Hospital, New Business Strategy Planning of Oral Care Product, 
for CJ LION, Benchmarking for Launching North American Market, for Samsung Electronic Co., Busi-
ness Operation Planning of Cloud Computing, Virtualization, VDI, for Tilon Co., Financial Diagnosis, 
HR, Marketing and Operation Strategy for Various SME, for Department of Small and Medium Busi-
ness Administration, South Korea and much more. 

Chisun has a Master of Science from the University of St. Thomas Software System, a 
Bachelor of Computer Science from the University of Minnesota, and a Bachelor of Foreign Studies 
and Physics from Hankuk University.

Lim Hui Jie

At the age of 26, Hui Jie became one of the youngest Executive Directors of a London Listed Compa-
ny. Today Hui Jie has sat on the Board of 3 listed companies and has successfully founded and listed 
his Company onto the Australia Stock Exchange in 2015, achieving a market valuation over USD$230 
million on Opening Day. 

Hui Jie obtained his EMBA via the EMBA Global-Asia Programme across 3 major financial cities of the 
world of Hong Kong, London and New York, with the course conducted by Columbia Business School, 
London Business School and the University of Hong Kong (ranked the top 3 EMBA programs globally 

3.1.3 TECHNICIANS
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by Financial Times). He also holds a Bachelor of Business and Commerce (specializing in Management 
and Marketing) from Monash University (Australia) where he graduated with the Monash Golden Key 
Award.

Philip Wong

Philip is a serial entrepreneur who believes strongly in innovation and doing things differently. Having 
founded several companies around the region inclusive of Singapore and China, one of his startups 
which he co-founded was successfully pubilc listed within a short span of 2.5 years.

Philip has been acknowledged on various entrepreneurial platforms for his entrepreneurial spirit 
inclusive of the Shell Livewire Award in 2007.
    
With his wealth of experience as a Technopreneur, he combines his expertise in Technology, and a 
passion in Blockchain to cofound Vision Group which aims to be the leading Technology Firm in the 
Blockchain and Crypto Industry in Asia. He has also been invited to be an Advisor for Technology for a 
few ICOs.

Philip has a number of Professional Certifications including, Chartered Marketer status awarded by 
the Chartered Institute of Marketing UK, Bilingual Practicing Management Consultant by Singapore 
Board of Advisors & Consultant Council, Certified Productivity Consultant jointly by Japan Productivi-
ty Centre & Singapore Productivity Centre.
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The project aims to raise twenty million US dollars (US$ 20,000,000) to fund the development of the 
project as well as operation and marketing costs for 2 years (24 months).

The budget will be allocated in the following manner:

3.2 Funding & Budget

3.3 ICO & Technology Roadmap 

20%
Manpower & 

Operation

40%
Technology

Development

20%
Marketing

10%
Market

Operations 

10%
Foundation

/Reserve

Start of Project Whitepaper Published 

& Start of Fund-Raising

Technology Development

 Phase 1 – MVP 

End of Fund-Raising 

Technology Development 

Phase 2 – Wallet

echnology Development 

Phase 3 – MVP Applications

Technology Development 

Phase 4 – Logistics 

Applications

Full Platform Ready to Go!

Jan 2019 FEB 2019

Mar 2019 Sep 2019

Dec 2019 Jan 2020

Dec 2019

3.3.1 Timeline
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3.3.2 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The distributed nature of the platform has further necessitated developments and innovations in 
technologies that bind the various components together as a functioning unit.

The technology development is divided into 4 stages with each stage delivering more features and 
usability. We will also be constantly seeking our users feedback and improvements to the technology 
solution will change accordingly to deliver a constantly improving technological solution to shipping 
and logistics.

The User will have the ability to:
1. Download a “Beta” APP on Android and iOS
2.  Register and open an account and setup their profile on the 
 platform
3.  Have access to 4 wallet Bitcoin, Ethereum and Client issued token
4.  Deposit, Withdraw and Send Cryptocurrency (excluding The Client 
 issued token) in or out of the wallet
5. Precure or commit to The Client issued tokens through Bitcoin or 
 Ethereum
6.  Upload KYC documents
7.  Access a referral module where
 a.  A unique referral link is given to each account
 b.  Users will be issued additional token for each new user that 
  register a new account using the referral link
8. Buy and sell Client issued token within the wallet using 
 Cryptocurrency

The Administrator will have the ability to:
1.  Have access to an Administrator account on a web browser
2.  View all user’s wallet and deposits in each individual account
3.  Review all the transaction that has been done within the wallet
4.  Adjust the exchange rate between Client issued token to Bitcoin or 
 Ethereum for ICO fund raise
5.  Setup moratorium parameters and period for each ICO phase
 a.  Setup of lock in period (based on the Client’s preference) and 
  defend price of Token and prevent dumping
6.  View and manually approve KYC documents that are uploaded by 
 the user

Phase 1 
Wallet 
MVP
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The User will have the ability to:
1.  Deposit, withdraw and send coins using QR Code
2.  Buy and sell Client issued tokens, Bitcoin and Ethereum within the 
 wallet
3.  Deposit Fiat currencies into the Client’s account to purchase coins
4.  Sell Coins and withdraw Fiat currencies by bank transfer request
5.  Deposit Fiat currencies into The Client account to purchase Client 
 issued token
6.  Make payments using QR code
7.  Setup 2FA authentication on their account by the use of
 a.  Mobile number
 b.  Email address
 c.  Google authenticator

The Administrator will have the ability to:
1.  Have access to a web-based Administrator account where The 
 Client is able to
 a.  Have access to the functionalities that was mentioned in phase 
1
 b.  Manage the 2FA authentication of the users’ accounts
 c.  Setup authorization protocol through multi- signatory to 
restrict 
  access to the administrator account
 d.  Have access to a log of security events
2.  Issue additional Tokens to investors that have invested during the 
 ICO phase (airdrop)
3. I ntegrate the wallet to an Internal Exchange for liquidity provision of 
 The Client issued Token
4.  Have access to KYC API to link up to eKYC companies of choice
5.  Open Architecture Module
 a.  Open API for the client to integrate 3rd party system through 
  API calls
6.  Have access to API for bank account integration
 a.  API would be provided to The Client where they can link up with 
  The Client bank account for microtransaction for bank 

Phase 2
Full Wallet
Suite
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The User will have the ability to:
1.  Access admin management portal where the user is able to
 a.  Create corporate profile and upload documents for KYC verifications
 b.  Assign administrator to oversee the corporate profile
 c.  Give access to other users if the user is the assigned administrator of the corporate 
  profile
 d.  Send invite to other user(s) for collaborations
 e.  Receive notification that the other party has onboarded on to the platfor (if the other 
  party has not yet registered)
 f.  Receive notification that the other party has accepted the project collaboration invite
 g.  Setup the project with name, terms, upload contract, stages, moratorium period and 
  send invite to other users that are involve
 h.  Accept any pending project(s) that the other party have created with unique digital 
  signatures together with all the other users involve
2.  Choose the mode of payment
 a.  If the user would like to receive USD instead the Client issued token, the internal 
  exchange module will convert the Client issued tokens into USD
3.  Make payments using QR code

The Administrator will have the ability to:
1.  Access admin management portal where The Client is able to
 a.  View and manually approve corporate profile KYC documents that are uploaded by the 
  user and corporate profile administrator
 b.  View all smart contracts that are in force
 c.  Govern all transactions and orders on the platform where The Client is able to
 d.  Issue compliant or dispute notifications to parties involve when there is a compliant
2.  Access the shipping inventory platform where the client is able to
 a.  View all documents of inventory listed by the user on the platform
3.  Access the tracking platform where The Client is able to
 a.  View all pending delivery status and stages of delivery
 b.  Track the time of input (documentation, certification or order) by the stakeholder at 
each 
  stage

The stakeholder (parties involve in the supply chain) has the ability to:
1.  Register and upload KYC documents
2.  Link their stakeholder account with their user wallet (if needed)
3.  Access admin management portal where the stakeholder is able to
 a.  View the terms and conditions of delivery or the smart contract issued by the user
 b.  Input, update and upload documentations and certifications as stated in the terms and 
  conditions of the smart contract
 c.  Sign off with a digital signature on the delivery on each stage
4.  Access the shipping inventory platform where the stakeholder is able to
 a.  Track the inventory they are holding at each point in time to account for the deliverables
 b.  View all documentations and certifications of each holdings

Phase 3 – MVP Applications
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The User will have the ability to:
1.  Access admin management portal where the user is able to
 a.  Have access to the functionalities that was mentioned in phase 3
 b.  Track the status and stages of delivery
2.  Access multiple stakeholder management platform where the user is able to
 a.  Create a fulfilment checklist for each order based on the terms and conditions listed in 
  the smart contract between the users or buyers and sellers
 b.  Receive notifications on terms and conditions that are not met on the checklist
 c.  Issue dispute warnings or notifications to stakeholders involved when the terms and 
  conditions are not met on the checklist
3.  Give ratings and reviews on the projects, opportunities and services upon completion
4.  View ratings and reviews on all corporate profiles, users and merchants
5.  Manage profile and view all past transactions
6.  Participate in promotions, events, surveys and related activities

The Administrator will have the ability to:
1.  Access admin management portal where The Client is able to
 a.  Have access to the functionalities that was mentioned in phase 3
 b.  Freeze/restrict/blacklist any corporate profile or account’s access and orders
2.  Access multiple stakeholder management platform where The Client is able to
 a.  View all the checklist issued by the users
 b.  Govern and oversee all checklists through dispute warnings or notifications
3.  Onboard merchants on to the platform where the client is able to
 a.  View the accounts of the merchants
 b.  Approve and decide which opportunities or services can be listed on the platform
 c.  Have access to the KYC documents uploaded by the merchants
 d.  Create categories
 e.  Facilitate the transactions and review on every transaction made on the platform
 f.  Create events and surveys
 g.  Run campaigns and promotions
4.  Add a fee model wheret The Client can
 a.  Charge a deposit for every merchant that want to be onboarded on the platform
 b.  Charge transaction fees to all transaction made on the platform

The Merchant will have the ability to:
1.  Register and setup merchant account
2.  Upload KYC documents of their company
3.  Access admin management portal where the merchant is able to
 a.  List opportunities and service on the platform
 b.  Accept the Client issued token as a mode of payment
 c.  Indicate that they would like to receive USD instead the Client issued token as payments 
  and the internal exchange module will convert the Client issued tokens into USD
4.  Have access to the Full Wallet Suite and has the same feature as what was mentioned 
 above

Phase 4 – Logistics Applications
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PART OF THE 
WORLD TOKEN ISSUING
ALLIANCE (WTIA)

4.1  About WTIA
4.2  WTIA Advisors
4.3  Upcoming Projects
 4.3.1   TUNISIA Economic City (TEC)
 4.3.2 Monopoly Hotel 
  and Resorts (MHR Coin)
 4.3.3 TSHIMBALANGA 
  Gold Project (CO2G1) 
 4.3.4  CODEMECOM SARL 
  Mining Project (CO2G2) 

4.4  The WTIA Exchange
 4.4.1  The Wtia Wallet and
  Exchange
 4.4.2  Buying And Selling Tokens
  in The Wtia Wallet & Exchange
 4.4.3  The WLOG Token
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The World Token Issuing Alliance (WTIA) is the advisory and capital market solution of some of the 
biggest real-world blockchain projects in the world. Projects include sovereign-level assetization 
programs, utility-token driven business models for listed companies, tokenized infrastructure 
securities, high technology applications and much more. Governments and large corporations seeking 
a new paradigm in management, asset utilization, business development and stakeholder 
engagement have joined the WTIA. The WTIA is a network of some of the world’s top business, 
infrastructure development, blockchain advisors and discerning investors, bringing capital, 
technology and know-how to developing countries and large multi-national corporations.

WTIA has experts with in-depth experience in building traditional businesses, working with experts 
within the blockchain industry to bring together the best of both worlds. Focusing on asset-backed 
mineral resources and real estate, WTIA brings together an eco-system of investors, technology 
providers, developers and operators that will turn business ideas profitable, and deliver viable, 
usable solutions for government.

4.1 About WTIA

With over 100 advisors assembled worldwide, covering everything from business strategy to 
fund-raising to technical development, WTIA stable of advisors include:

4.2 WTIA Advisors

Sheikh Khalfan Mazrouei

Mr. Khalfan Saeed al Mazrouei began his career in 1978 with the UAE Ministry of Agriculture where he 
became Section Head for loan disbursements. In 1981 he joined the Ministry of Information and was 
soon appointed as General Manager for Abu Dhabi Radio. In 1988 Mr. Mazrouei was appointed as 
Undersecretary for the Private Department of
HRH Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan al Nahyan, the Founder and President of UAE and Ruler of Abu Dhabi. 
Mr. Mazrouei was instrumental in establishing the Private Department and in this role managed the 
affairs of HRH Sheikh Zayed.

He is currently the majority shareholder of Emirates Consulting Group LLC a DIFC based staff 
outsourcing and recruitment company and Frontier Works Organization LLC which carries out 
development of civil projects in the UAE. He also has advisory roles with Huawei Middle East, Shield 
Capital Advisors LLP, London, UK and Orix Corporation, Japan. 

Mr. Mazrouei is a graduate from the UAE University.
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KeunYoung, Kim

Kim Keun Young has had an extensive career working in many countries in senior advisory roles which 
include Gulf Korea Ship Maintenance, Dar Al Salam Holding Group and Maria Group International. His 
expertise lies in being in charge of business relations with large foreign and domestic enterprises, 
investor relations, fund raising and business operation and overall management. 

Kim Keun Young is currently the Senior Advisor and Agent of Al Hermas Global Group (Saudi) and 
Chairman of AH Group Korea, Al Hermas RM and Al Hermas CJ (Korea). He is also Ambassador 
Extraordinaire and Plenipotentiary of the Tunisia Economic City and Chairman at WTIA Co., Ltd.

He graduated from Sogang University in Korea, majoring in Business Administration.

SungMun, Kim

Sung Mun Kim was the chairman of Nexon GT, Korean stock listed affiliated company of the world’s 
most popular online game developer, Nexon Group. Currently, he is the largest major shareholder and 
chairman of the star-up investment firm NBJ Holding Co., and vice-chairman of the Kosdaq listed 
company Leechem Co., Ltd. and the largest shareholder and chairman of the Mealtop Co., Ltd. in 
partnership with Hyundai department store more than 33 years.

He played an important role in the development of the Korean Financial Investment and M&A sector. 
He currently builds special relationships between the public and private sector in Korea, investing in 
new and highly potential industrial sectors, and introduces new bio products and medical services to 
locally-owned business.

John Philip Mavrak

John, a dual American and British Citizen, is presently the CEO and Owner of Monopoly Hotels & 
Resorts (UK Limited), which was established to provide support, management and Sabre reserva-
tions for hotels, resorts, and other travel partner bookings for airline, luxury rail, horse racing, airport 
VIP lounges and global events ticketing. A veteran in the hospitality industry, John’s expertise spans 
the acquisition, master planning, development, sales and marketing and management of hospitality 
projects and he has advised Sheikh Tahnoon Bin Saeed Al Nahyan, Abu Dhabi, regarding Hotel invest-
ment opportunities in the UK; Sheikh Faisal Bin Khalid Al Qassimi, Al Faisal Group – Sharjah, UAE on 
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his Hotels, Hospital, and potential for a Hospitality School; Robert Ball, National Real Estate Manage-
ment Systems of the International Development Potential & Strategy, Florida, USA amongst others.
John’s work career includes being the JV Partner with Dhabian Holdings, Abu Dhabi, UAE, being CEO 
of the World Trade Centers Management Company, Owner of Hawthorn Hotels and Suites and 
Master Franchisee for 13 countries and many more.  

Mohammad Lutfar Rahman

Mohammad Lutfar Rahman has major business interest around the World and his investments are 
spread over Food and Beverage, Internet Communications, Manufacturing, Juice Processing Plants, 
Refrigerated storage, Agricultural, Hotels and Real Estate Projects. Mr. Rahman has acquired various 
major US based Food and Beverage Franchises for South East Asia and is developing Thailand, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Malaysia, Singapore and India with these Brands.

He is currently Chairman and Managing Director at Food Chain Asia Limited, Bangladesh, Chairman 
and CEO at Food Chain Middle East, UK Ltd, and Food Chain Asia Group Ltd Singapore. He also 
serves as Managing Director at Latif Securities Limited, Dhaka-Shanghai Ceramics Limited and 
Director at Rakeen Development Company (BD) ltd. 

He obtained in Master in Accounting, Marketing and a Bachelor of Commerce from the University of 
Dhaka.

Al-Haj Mohammad Mosaddak Ali

Al-Haj Mohammad Mosaddak Ali was the chairman of one of the largest private sector Banks in the 
country named IFIC Bank Limited. He played an important role in the development of the Bangladesh 
Capital Markets and has financed breakthrough projects in the insurance sector.

He currently serves as the Chairman and Managing Director for the International Television Channel 
Limited in Bangladesh. With a vast experience spanning decades across many various industries, he 
also serves as Chairman of Dhaka-Shanghai Ceramics Limited, Chairman of MAH Securities Ltd, 
Director at Union Insurance Company Limited, Chairman at Roza Agro Ltd among others.

Al-Haj Mohammad Mosaddak Ali studied humanities in Dhaka University.

Rashiduddin Mohammadi

Mr. Rashiduddin Mohammadi has worked as Consul General of Afghanistan in Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates and also as Counselor and Charge D'affaires of Afghanistan embassy in Abu Dhabi, United 
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Arab Emirates. 

He currently serves as the Chairman of KICHKIN Trading company in Dubai, U.A.E. and was a Con-
gressman candidate in Kabul, Afghanistan in 2018. Rashiduddin has also participated in many 
conferences and lectures along with the president and foreign ministers of Afghanistan or on behalf 
the ministry of Foreign affairs of Afghanistan.

He graduated from Faculty of Arabic and Islamic studies at the University of Imam Mohammad bin 
Saud in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1994.

Toukabri Riadh 

Toukabri Riadh began his career as Assistant General Manager at SOGECO Group in Tunisia from 
which he then worked at T.M.A EST JEDDAH K.S.A. for 8 years.  He currently works at Raalma Group 
Jeddah K.S.A as General Manager and Vice President and also as Special Advisor and Business 
Manager for H.R. H Prince Mansour B. Mugrin B Abdul Aziz since 2002 as well as performing the role 
of Executive Director and Vice President at A. Ideal Holding, Jeddah K.S.A. 

He is the President and Founder of the Tunisia Economic City Project.

A.S. Muralitharan

A.S Muralitharan is an independent consultant whose core area of operating is in the finance 
industry. He specializes in international project finance and trade finance. Apart from this, he also 
does sourcing of capital goods and equipment, relocation of plants and deals in mercantile 
commodities.

His past experience includes involvement in physical audit, bank finance, international project 
funding, report preparation, technology transfer agreements and the development of indigenous 
technology from various localized products. He has been involved in projects with Alaqua Pipes India 
Ltd, Golden Eagle Granites, Bulka India Ltd. And Ace Linx Pte Ltd, Singapore among others.

He graduated with a degree in Commerce from the University of Madurai Kamarj in India.
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4.3.1  Tunisia Economic City (TEC)

Use Case: Tunisia Economic City Development

Powering the development of Tunisia Economic City will be SMART City based blockchain applications 
across the multitude of city services and utilities. Blockchain has the potential to create countless smart 
networks and grids, altering how we do everything from vote and build credit to receive energy. In many 
ways, it could be a crucial component of what is needed to circumvent outdated systems and build 
long-lasting solutions for cities.

Starting with a Security Token tied to real estate development and to promote inclusive growth within 
the city, TEC will expand to include blockchain applications for:

 Smart Payments – Facilitate all municipal payments on a blockchain-based solution, including city 
programs,   assistance, welfare, payroll, etc.

 Identity – Latest decentralized Identity Management systems use blockchain to provide a secure 
mechanism   for storing and validating user identities, thereby reducing identity thefts and related 
frauds.

 Transportation Management – Use of blockchain to remove the rent-seekers in the ridesharing 
economy 
 (Uber, etc.). This enables a truly p2p platform for transportation.

 Smart Energy – Create a more resilient power grid by using a blockchain-powered p2p energy 
market. This   removes sent seeking middlemen and allows individuals to create, buy, sell, and 
trade energy while retaining   value.

 Government Services – Smart contracts can be used for digitizing citizen rights and identification, 
transparent   voting, tax, track ownership of assets, remove paper, and automate bureaucrat-
ic processes.

 Waste management – Improve efficiencies surrounded the entire waste management process by 
using IoT   sensors and AI prediction modelling.

 

4.3 UPCOMING PROJECTS
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4.3.2   Monopoly Hotel and Resorts (MHR Coin)

Use Case: Hospitality Projects Development and Management

Tapping on the continued growth of the world’s tourism markets, WTIA is developing new hotels and 
resorts under the MONOPOLY HOTELS AND RESORTS brand. The MHR token is a security token 
launched to finance the construction and development of key Monopoly Hotels & Resorts Projects, 
including the development of an integrated resort in 

Jeju Island, S. Korea, properties in the U.K., and many more.

The MONOPOLY HOTELS AND RESORTS Group intends to identify underperforming assets or new 
untapped opportunities to provide quality hospitality services, boosting room revenue yield over time. 
By participating in the token sale event, buyers of the MHR tokens will participate in the development 
of a new chain of hotels and resorts and enjoy continued growth in value as MHR’s management 
creates new opportunities with proceeds from the token sale event.

MHR token holders are entitled to eight percent (8%) of all Net Room Revenue (NI) generated by the 
properties or parts thereof that proceeds from the token sale event is used to acquire/develop.

4.3.3 TSHIMBALANGA Gold Project (CO2G1) 

Use Case: SOMISA SARL, Democratic Republic of Congo

The CO2G1 Token is launched in partnership with Somisa SARL, a mining company based in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, with the rights to mine 16km2 of land situated along a gold mining lode 
with an estimated gold reserve of 21.9 MTs of gold.

The CO2G1 token is an asset backed token based on increasing gold deposits from the operations of 
the 
TSHIMBALANGA Gold Mine located in south KATANGA in the Democratic Republic of Congo. When 
gold is mined out of the Tshimbalanga Gold Mine, the gold is smelted into gold bars and deposited into 
a gold deposit scheme that is managed by a major international bank. The CO2G1 token is a security 
token that assigns a percentage of the rights to the gold deposited to the gold deposit scheme. The 
percentage is determined by the total number of tokens minted.

Proceeds from token sales will go towards the purchasing of equipment and the development of the 
mine to start mining operations, and to manage and market the project.. The project will harness 
blockchain technology, smart contracts and immutable records, to achieve greater transparency and 
efficiency in all stages of the mining and supply chain process. It will also provide greater 
transparency for investor to keep constantly updated with their gold deposit.
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4.3.4  CODEMECOM SARL Mining Project (CO2G2)

Use Case: Codemecom SARL, Democratic Republic of Congo

The CO2G2 Token is launched in partnership with Codemecom SARL, a mining company based in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, with the rights to mine PE 2354, an exploration concession with a surface 
area of 201 Mining Squares (i.e. 170.85 square Kms) and is located around 36 kms west of Likasi. Over 
the past four (4) years, aggressive exploration activities have been carried out in the concession, and 
Copper occurs as a major mineral with possibilities of Cobalt, Zinc, Nickel and Gold as secondary 
minerals. 

The CO2G2 token is a token backed by the sale of Copper assets in the mining concession. When copper 
is mined out of the PE 2354 Mining Concession, it is sold to major smelters and buyers of Copper 
arranged by WTIA and the bulk of the proceeds from the sale of copper will be divided by the total token 
supply of the CO2G2 token. 

Proceeds from the token sale event will go towards the purchase of equipment, the development of the 
mine and to manage and market the copper. 

The project will harness blockchain technology, smart contracts and immutable records to achieve 
greater transparency and efficiency in the mining and supply chain process. Blockchain managed 
security tokens will also provide greater transparency for the investors, allowing them to be updated 
with the sales of copper and distributing the proceeds using smart contracts. 

The local community will also benefit from job creation and investment into the country’s infrastructure 
and development of public sector projects such as providing clean drinking water, schools, hospitals and 
transport infrastructure works such as rail and road networks.  
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WTIA facilitates the development of all its curated blockchain projects through the WTIA Exchange. 
By operating its own blockchain, wallet and internal exchange, WTIA provides investors, supporters 
and market participants with a platform to partake in noteworthy blockchain projects backed by real 
businesses, governments and millions of users. 

4.4 WTIA Exchange

4.4.1 THE WTIA WALLET AND EXCHANGE
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4.4.2 BUYING AND SELLING TOKENS IN THE WTIA 
 WALLET & EXCHANGE 

4.4.3  THE WLOG TOKEN

The WLOG token is the exchange and transactional token of the WTIA Exchange and acts as the base 
currency of all of WTIA’s tokens. The following diagram illustrates the use of the WLOG token:

MHR

WLOG RXR RXR

TEC

MHRWLOG

RXR

TEC

RXR
RXR

RXR

The Project Tokens will trade in the 
WTIA Exchange with the /RXR 
Trading Pair. All transaction Fees are 
paid with RXR Tokens.

RXR Tokens are exchangable for 
BTC and ETH on the exchange. 
Users can cash out on the OTC 
Exchange to fiat.

In order to get into the WTIA 
Eco-system and the WTIA 
Exchange, the projects under 
WTIA will have to swap a certain 
% of their tokens for RXR tokens 
at a pre-determined rate. That 
will also set the listing price of 
the token.

Gold Members holding a minimum of 
5,000 RxR tokens get a 80% discount 
on trading fees

Silver Members holding a minimum of 
3,000 RxR tokens get a 50% discount 
on trading fees

Bronze Members holding a minimum 
of 1,000 RxR tokens get a 20% discount 
on trading fees

RxR tokens will have to be locked up in the wallet in order 
to enjoy the discounts.
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